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American children to name the new Mars Rover!
NASA is asking for ideas to name its next Mars
Rover! Children from the USA are all eligible to enter
the competition on the NASA website, where they
will be asked to submit a short essay explaining their
choice. While entries are only being accepted from
US students ahead of the 1th November deadline,
anyone will be invited to vote on the final picks in a
public poll in January. The rover is not scheduled to
land on the surface of Mars until the afternoon of
the 18th February 2021. It will arrive with four key
aims: identify past environments capable of
supporting life, searching for signs of life in those
areas, collecting rock and soil samples, test oxygen
production in the atmosphere.
What would you choose to call the Mars Rover? Let
us know!

Pictured: Image of the Mars Rover 2020 from the NASA JRL Twitter page.

Upcycle your paddling pool

Pictured: A broken inflatable that was upcycled into a bag taken
from the Wyatt and Jack Twitter page.

Ever wondered what you could do with a broken
bouncy castle, popped inflatable or used rubber
rings and arm bands? Now the summer holidays
are over many of these items are thrown away and
end up in landfill! Georgia Wyatt-Lovell and her
husband Steven Lovell, from the Isle of Wight, set
up company Wyatt and Jack in 2017. Ever since,
their company has been collecting inflatables and
turning them into rucksacks, bum bags, pouches
and other accessories. She says that the business
has saved over 100 tonnes of material from landfill.
"They're quite nice, the objects, and people have
memories attached to them," she says, recalling
one customer, who was proposed to on an
inflatable flamingo, and asked her to turn it into a
bag. What would you upcycle into an exciting bag?

Disney announces new cruise ship

Pictured: Image of the new ships name taken from the Disney Parks
Twitter page.
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Disney Parks Chairman, Bob Chapek, revealed
the name of the fleet’s new ship, the Disney Wish,
as well as the first drawings of the ship’s threestorey structure, inspired by fairy tales and the
Disney character that will be featured on the
ship’s stern, Rapunzel. The Disney Princess was
chosen because of her "wish to see the world".
Disney's other ships are called the Magic (which
entered service in 1998), Wonder (1999), Dream
(2011) and Fantasy (2012). The ship will have
1,250 guest staterooms and cruises will begin in
January 2022. Disney revealed that the ship will
be heading to a new Disney port of call in the
Bahamas, the Lighthouse Point on the island of
Eleuthera, which will include a special island
experience.

“Siri, release my shoes”

Nike has developed a lacing system that uses
a motor to tighten or loosen its trainers, and
its latest version has voice control. Users can
tell the voice assistant to "release my shoes"
via the Nike Adapt app on their iPhone or
Apple Watch. The accompanying app also
allows people to customise the colour of
coloured lights found on the bottom of the
shoe, with the option to choose pre-set
modes or create custom fit and light
combinations. The ‘Adapt Huarache’ trainers
will be available from the 13th September and
are expected to cost over £300!
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Pictured: The Adapt Huarache trainers taken from the Nike Twitter page.
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